SAFER. CLEANER. QUIETER.
Australia’s best waste trucks.

Australia’s best waste trucks
Volvo offers the FE and FM speciﬁcally customised to provide
waste transportation and recycling solutions.

SAFER
Safety is Volvo’s number one priority. Not just the safety of the operator driving and working with our trucks
but also the safety of every other road user and pedestrians too.
Volvo Trucks are crash tested beyond the highest European standards and operators consider them to be the safest truck
on the road.
Volvo’s disc brakes with EBS (Electronic Brake System) is
proven to reduce the vehicle’s stopping distance by as
much as 30% when compared to conventional drum
brakes. Volvo’s disc brakes ensures maximum stopping
power, in shorter distances and with less brake fade.
Coupled with Volvo’s EBS wheel spin and brake, lock up is
prevented as well as reduced brake wear. Disc brakes also
reduce noise, especially in urban environments reducing operational noise to residents. The system includes Hill Start
Assist to reduce the risk of rolling back, traction control to improve drivability in slippery or uneven conditions, electronic
brake force distribution to help prevent uncontrolled braking and enhance stability. Volvo’s disc brakes with EBS provides
an industry leading standard in vehicle performance and the community with a safer vehicle, lower operating costs and
increased truck uptime.

CLEANER
Operating a large ﬂeet of trucks means you’re responsible for more than just the trucks themselves. Choosing Volvo means
choosing Euro 5 trucks that are designed to deliver maximum environmental care and minimum emissions. The Volvo chassis can be also be optioned with Euro 5 EEV (Enhanced Environmentally Friendly Vehicle) or Euro 6 engines which will
further reduce exhaust emissions compared to the standard Euro 5 engine.

QUIETER
Given the sensitive nature of the residential and city environments in which they operate, Volvo Trucks are engineered to be
signiﬁcantly quieter than others in order to cause little disruption to the general public as possible. The operator isn't
forgotten either. A thick layer of insulation all around the cab reduces road and engine noise as well as superior
aerodynamics that help eliminate wind noise, making the everyday working environment quieter, reducing driver fatigue.

THE MODELS
Volvo FE
Ideally suited for metropolitan work, the FE is a reliable cost efﬁcient truck available in both prime mover and rigid variants.
Volvo FE Dual Control
Designed and engineered especially for Australian conditions, the Volvo FE is a Euro 5 compliant dual control waste
vehicle in operation in Australia. It features telescopic, full tilt adjustable steering wheels on both sides of the cab as well as
two separate steering boxes for maximum handling, durability and reliability.
Volvo FM
Built to cope with a wide range of waste transportation and recycling tasks of weights up to 100 tonnes, the FM is
available in both prime mover and rigid variants.
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